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  Forest Wallpaper inDust Dove Grey  Forest Wallpaper in Dust Dove Grey



We are committed to offering signiture wallcoverings, fabrics, and interior 
accessories, providing affordable luxury and excellent service while keeping our customer 

at the heart of everything we do.

Premium Quality
At Hevensent we care about quality and pride ourselves creating superior 
wallpapers, fabrics and heritage pieces that will last a lifetime, charming 

generation after generation.

Made in England
We only design and manufacture in England.  

We strongly believe manufacturing locally is not only ethical and 
reduces impace, we support small local business, employment and keeps 

heritage crafts alive.  We have formed long lasting partnerships 
with home-grown businesses.

Supporting Charity
We work in partnership with our manufacturing teams to support charities with joint 

matched donations. For every purchase made, Hevensent donate £2.00. Bringing busi-
nesses together to support charity through design.

Our Responsibility
We are conscious about treating the enviornment with respect and care and 

always try where possible to use locally source materials and constantly review our work-
ing processes to find wasy to limit our impact.

exclusive childrens wallpaper & interiors



Leaves, leaves everywhere, 
they give us beauty, life and air, in a world we all can share, 

don’t take for granted they are there.



Leaves Wallpaper in Dust Dove Grey



  Forest Wallpaper in Copper



The Forest is a magical place, 
it has some gems hidden in space with leaves, leaves everywhere, 

and they give us beauty, life and air.



Stardust horse in the night, faraway places in our sight.  
Dreams of treasure in the sky, curled up in bed as we lie.



  Popcorn Wallpaper in Popcorn Pink



  Holiday Wallpaper



Barmy day sat in the sun, lemonade and iced topped but.  
The smell of grass in the air, as children play without a care.



Galleons in the sky, when at night we fly, 
across the clouds of sleep, when our friend we meet, 
to catch the stars so bright with wishes in our sight.



  Fishing for Stars Wallpaper in Midnight



  Speed Wallpaper



Rush little bunny with eyes so bright, 
speed so fast, almost in flight.  

Rush little bunny don’t be late your almost at the finish gate.



Playing in the summery sun, 
laughing together having fun.  

Hours together we can play, until we reach the end of the day.



  Playtime Wallpaper



  Wild Swanns Wallpaper  in Lavender



Swans gliding in the air,  it is a sight oh so rare 
with grace and beauty in their flight, wings so wild angelic white.



Bunny, Bunny, your so cute, in your specs and fancy suite, 
speeding in your fancy car bid your horn and you’ll go far.

Racing Rabbits Boarder



ABCDEFG, 
T for Tepee and B for baking, 

can you spell the words with me

Alphabet  Boarder  



Playtime Wallpaper

Colour: Various (Soft Hues)
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 72.3cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-Woven Wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
Playtime is a beautifully illustrated story wallpaper available in one colour way, a varie-
ty of soft colour hues. 

Holiday Wallpaper

Colourways: Midas, Dust Dove Grey, Copper Rust, - NB Midnight, Moss not stocked  made to order
Hand Screen Printed: Mida & Copper Rust
Pattern repeat: 101cm x 53.4cm half drop design
Roll width: 52cms 
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-woven paste to wall wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England.
A timeless statement design telling the story of the magic of the forest, suitable to use in any room 
from living rooms, nurseries, to kid’s rooms, even bathrooms.



Alphabet Boarder

Colour: Various (Soft Hues)
Pattern repeat: 25cm x 513cm
Roll width: 25cm
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-Woven Wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
The alphabet design is a beautiful tradition boarder wallpaper available in a range of soft hues. 

Racing Rabbits Boarder

Colour: Dust Dove Grey
Pattern repeat: 122.3 x 26.58cm
Roll width: 26.58cm
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-Woven Wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
Racing Rabbits a beautiful tradition boarder wallpaper available in Dust Dove Grey.
.



Popcorn Wallpaper

Colourways: Popcorn Grey, Popcorn Pink, Popcorn Blue
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 55cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-woven paste to wall wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
Riding in the night sky on a stardust horse, Popcorn is a beautifully illustrated story wallpaper.

Wild Swans

Colour: Lavender
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 143.6cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-Woven Wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
Flying Swans is a beautifully illustrated story wallpaper available in a range of soft lavender hues.  



Speed Wallpaper

Colourways: Blue, Midnight, Dust Dove Grey
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 159cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-woven paste to wall wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
Rabbits with a need for speed, rush little bunny don’t be late your almost at the finish gate.

Fishing For Stars Wallpaper

Colour: Sky Blue, Midnight 
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 125cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-Woven Wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England
While dreaming with friends across the clouds of sleep the children fish for stars on grand galleon boats 
pulled by bluebirds. 
.



Forest Wallpaper

Colourways: Midas Gold, Dust Dove Grey, Copper Rust, 
Pattern repeat: 101cm x 53.4cm half drop design
Roll width: 52cms 
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-woven paste to wall wallpaper
Designed and Manufactured in England.
A timeless statement design suitable to use in any room from in the home.

Leaves Wallpaper

Colourway: Dust Dove Grey
Pattern repeat: 52cm x 106cm
Roll width: 52cms / 20.5 inches
Roll length: 10m
Weight: 180gsm Non-woven paste to wall wallpaper
Designed and manufactured in England
Versitile wallpaper suitable for any room in the house, and colour matches Forest Dust Dove Grey.



Forest Wallpaper

Colourways: Midnight and Moss are not stocked but made to order



Fishing For Stars in Sky Blue



our story

While planning dinner, or running a bath, I would chat with my 
babies and make up stories to keep them entertained. A large bath towel would 

turn into a magical flying carpet that would transport us over chocolate waterfalls 
to imaginary lands, where adventure awaits.  Each time the adventure would be 

more daring and imaginative.  

As our stories grew, little illustrations and family members would appear and slowly 
the adventures materialised into story wallpapers and products, each one with its 

own magic.  

We didn’t want to just create wallpapers and interiors but opportunities to create 
fun and memories.  Over time the family adventures evolved into our little family 
business, Hevensent, which we named in memory of our grandma Hannah Evans.



+44 (0)161 969 9301
+44 (0)7473 884 680
info@hevensent.com
www.hevensent.com

Crown House, 4 High Street, 
Tyldesley, England, M29 8AL

39 Downs Dr, Timperley, Altrincham, 
Cheshire, England, WA14 5QT

Design Studio Registered Office


